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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259867.htm Versatile(3次)1. Just because Im

________ to him, my boss thinks he can order me around without

showing me any respect. (02/1)A) redundant B) trivial C) versatile

D) subordinate2. The manager tried to wave aside these issues as

_______ details that would be settled later.(00/1)A) versatile B)

trivial C) preliminary D) alternate3. As a _____ actor, he can

perform, sing, dance and play several kinds of musical instruments.

(97/1)A) flexible B) versatile C) sophisticated D)

productiveVulnerable(3次)1. Some researchers feel that certain

people have nervous systems particularly ______to hot, dry winds.

They are what we call weather-sensitive people.(01/1)A) subjective

B) subordinate C) liable D) vulnerable2. Rumours are everywhere,

spreading fear, damaging reputations, and turning calm situations

into ______ ones. (00/6)A) turbulent B) tragic C) vulnerable D)

suspicious3. Franklin D. Roosevelt argued that the depression

stemmed from the American economys ______ flaws. (99/6)A)

underlining B) vulnerable C) vulgar D) underlyingAdequate(3次)1.

A budget of five dollars a day is totally _______ for a trip round

Europe. (99/1)A) inadequate B) incapable C) incompatible D)

invalid2. He will______ resign in view of the complete failure of the

research project. (99/1)A) doubtfully B) adequately C) presumably

D) reasonably3. I could see that my wife was ________ having that

fur coat, whether I approved of it or not. (97/6)A) adequate for B)



intent on C) short of D) deficient inSimulate(2次)1. Medical

students are advised that the wearing of a white coat ________ the

acceptance of a professional code of conduct expected of the

medical profession. (05/1)A) supplements B) simulates C) signifies

D) swears2. The idea is to ________ the frequent incidents of

collision to test the strength of the wind-shields. (03/6)A) assemble

B) simulate C) accumulate D) forgeSpacious(2次)1. The Browns

lived in a ____and comfortably furnished house in the suburbs.

(03/9)A) spacious B) sufficient C) wide D) wretched2. Many

scientists remain ________ about the value of this research program.

(02/1)A) sceptical B) stationary C) spacious D) specific Stagger(2

次)1. The boxer ________ and almost fell when his opponent hit

him. (04/6)A) staggered B) shattered C) scattered D) stamped 2.

Grain production in the world is _____ but still millions go hungry.

(02/6)A) staggering B) shrinking C) soaring D) suspending Testify(2

次)1. One witness ________ that hed seen the suspect run out of the

bank after it had been robbed. (05/1)A) convicted B) conformed C)

retorted D) testified2. He is the only person who can ____ in this

case because the other witnesses were killed mysteriously. (02/6)A)

testify B) charge C) accuse D) rectify Vicinity(2次)1. The tenant

must be prepared to decorate the house ________ the terms of the

contract. (01/6)A)in the vicinity of C)in accordance withB)in quest

of D)in collaboration with2. The police were alerted that the escaped

criminal might be in the ______.(00/6)A) vain B) vicinity C) court
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